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ITERATIVE FIXED POINTS OF

NON-LIPSCHITZIAN SELF-MAPPINGS

TAE HWA KIM* AND EUN SUK KIM

Abstract

In this paper, we shall establish iterative fixed points of non-Lipschitzian
continuous self-mappings on Banach spaces with weak uniform normal structure.

1. Introduction

Let C be a nonempty subset of a real Banach space X and let N be the
set of natural numbers. A mapping T: C-+C is said to be Lipschitzian if for
each weiV, there exists a real number k(n) such that

\\Tnx-Tny\\<k(n)\\x-y\\ for all x, y^C .

In particular, T is said to be asymptotically nonexpansive [7] if limn_oo & (rc)—1
and it is said to be nonexpansive if k(n)=l for any n<=N. We now consider
a non-Lipschitzian self-mapping on C, that is to say, a mapping of weakly
asymptotically nonexpansive type. We say that a mapping T: C-+C is said to
be weakly asymptotically nonexpansive type (simply, w.a.n.t.) on C (see [10])
if, for each x e C and each bounded subset D of C,

Immediately, we can see that all mappings of w.a.n.t. include all mappings
of asymptotically nonexpansive type (see [11]). In particular, if T: C-+C is
a Lipschitzian mapping with an additional condition, i.e., limsuρn_oo k(ή)^l
(see [12] and [14]), then it is obviously a continuous mapping of w.a.n.t.
Further if C is bounded, then any mapping of w.a.n.t. is asymptotically non-
expansive type.
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In this paper, we first give new sharp expressions of the weak convergent
sequence coefficient WCS(X) of a non-Schur space X according to G. L. Zhang
[16]. Finally, we shall present an iterative fixed point of a non-Lipschitzian
continuous self-mapping on a Banach space X with weak uniform normal struc-
ture (see Theorem 3.3), which improves the result due to T.D. Benavides, G.L.
Acedo and H.K. Xu [2].

2. Expressions of the WCS(X)

Let X be a Banach space which is not Schur and let {xn} be a sequence
of X. For I G I , set r(x, {xn})~lim supn_oo||*»--*||. Λ({xn})—\\msuρn^oo{\\Xi—
Xj\\ : /, j^n} and r{{xn})—hή{r(x, {xn}): x^7d({xn})} are called the asymptotic
diameter of {xn} and the Chebyshev radius of {xn} relative to Έ){{xn})f res-
p e c t i v e l y , w h e r e ~cb({xn}) d e n o t e s t h e closed c o n v e x hul l of {xn}. T h e weakly
convergent sequence coefficient of X, denoted by WCS(X), is the supremum of
the set of all numbers M with the property that for each weakly convergent
sequence {xn\ with asymptotic diameter Λ({xn}), there is some y^c~δ({xn})
such that M limsupπ..oo||Xn—y\\^A({xn}). Equivalently,

WCS(X)=inf{A({xn})/r({xn})},

where the first infimum is taken over all sequences {xn\ in X which are weakly
(not strongly) convergent (see [3] and [13]). It is well-known (see [3]) that
if WCS(X)>1, then X has weak normal structure. This means that any weakly
compact convex subset C of X with diam(C)>0 has a nondiametral point, i.e.,
an X G C such that

suρ{||*-;y||: y^C\ <diam(C).

The coefficients WCS(X) play important roles in fixed point theory (cf. [4],
[9], [15]). A space X such that WCS(X)>1 is said to have weak uniform
normal structure.

Recently, G. L. Zhang [16] has proved the following improvement of ex-
pression of the WCS(X):

(2.1) WCS(X)=sup{M: xn-^u=$M-lim s u p | | x n - u | | ^
n

where " —̂  " means the weak convergence.
For a sequence {xn} of a Banach space X, we set

D{ {xn}) :=lim sup (lim sup|| xn—xA) -
m-*oo n-»oo

We easily see that D({xn})£A({xn}). However, D({xn))φA({xn}) in general.
For example, consider the James' quasi-reflexive space / consisting of all real
sequences x := {xn}=Σn=i*nβn for which \\mn^xn—0 and ||*||j <°o, where
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and the supremum is taken over all choices of m and pi<p2<- <pm- Then
/ is a Banach space with the norm || | |j and the sequence {en\ given by en—
(0, •••, 0, 1, 0, •••) where the 1 is in the nth position, is a Schauder basis for /
(see [5]).

Take xn~en — en+ι for each n&N. Since \\xn\\j=V~6~ for each neiV, we
have xn^J and we now show that

D{{xn})=2V~J<A{{xn})=2V~5 .

Indeed, for each fixed n^N, it is obvious that \\xn — xm\\j=2V 3 for all m ^ w + 3

and so Z)({xn})=limsupm^oo(limsupn_>0o||Xn — *m |L)=2VΊΓ. On the other hand,

for each k^N, if we take n — k and m—n-hl^k, then \\xn — xm\\j=2y/5 and

so

sup{\\xn — xm\\j : n, m^k}=2V5 for each

which gives y4({xn})
We now give a sharp expression of WCS(X) which improves the result

due to G. H. Zhang [16; Theorem 1],
We begin with the following easy lemma.

LEMMA 2.1. // Zn=yJ\\yn\\, # :=limn^o||;yn | |^0, then

Proof. For each n, raeiV, we easily get

ίhy.-y.l
a

1 1
ιjn" ' ll3>JI .

Taking at first lim supm_oo and next lim supn-.oo in both sides, we obtain

The converse inequality is similarly obtained.

LEMMA 2.2. Let M>0. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) M-limsup||xn — x\\<kA({xn}) for any xn-^x {not strongly convergent).
n-*oo

(b) M Yims\ip\\x'n — x'\\^D({x'n}) for any x'n-^x' {not strongly convergent).
n-*oo

Proof. Since D{{xn})<,A{{xn}), it is obvious that (b)=Φ(a).
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To show (a)=Φ(b), let x'n-*x' (not strongly convergent) and a :=limsuρn_>oo
llx^—x'H^O. Then we can choose a subsequence {x'm} of {x'n} such that a—
limm_oo||Xw—x'\\. Setting zm:=(x'm—x')/a, we have zm-*0 and | |*m | |-*l, by
using a diagonal method as in [1], we can choose a subsequence {zmk\ of {zm}
such that \imkιι-.ookΦi\\zmk—zmι\\ exists. Then (a) and Lemma 2.1 yield that

M=MΛim\\zmk\\£A({zmk})=D({zmk\)

and hence MΛimsupm-.oo\\x'm--x'\\::=Ma<^D({Xn}), which completes the proof.
As a direct consequence of Lemma 2.2 and (2.1), we can obtain the following

THEOREM 2.3.

WCS(X)=sup{M: xn~-u^MΛ\msup\\xn-u\\<D({xn})}.
n-»oo

As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3, by using a similar method as in
G. H. Zhang [16], we can easily obtain the following expressions of WCS(X).

WCS{X)=infj j ?N - {*π} weakly (not strongly) converges to u

=mf{D({xn\): {xn\cS(X) and xn-0\

=inf {D{{xn} : xn-^0 and lim| |x B | |=l},
π-»oo

where S(X) denotes the unit sphere of X, i.e., S(X)={x^X: ||x|| = l}.

3. Iterative fixed points of non-Lipschitzian mappings

Let C be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X In this section, we
recall that a mapping T: C—>C is said to be weakly asymptotically nonexpansive
type (simply, w.a.n.t.) on C (see [10]) if, for each x e C and each bounded
subset D of C,

Here we give an example of a continuous mapping which is of w.a.n.t. and
not Lipschitz.

Example. Let X=R, C = [0, oo) and let | £ | < 1 . For each n^N0=NKJ{0},
we define

kTnx sm-Tnx
0, if

if x(=C-Z(Tn);
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We denote by Z(Tn) the set of all zeros of Tn and by T° the identy mapp-
ing / on C. We see that Z(T)={l/mπ: m£ΞN}\J{0}, Z(Tn)=Z(Tn-1)U{z^C:
Tn~ιz={l/mπ) for some m<=N} for neiV, and {Z(Tn): n^N} is nondecreasing.
Since {Tnx\ converges uniformly to zero on any closed bounded interval of C,
TΞΞT1; C^C is really a continuous mapping of w.a.n.t. Indeed, for each x e C
and each bounded subset D of C, there is a closed bounded interval ID contain-
ing D. For each neiV, the map hn(y)= \Tnx — Tny\ — \x —y\ achieves its max-
imum on ID, say yn^lD. Then,

ϊ\m$w{\Tnx-Tny\-\x--y\ :
n->oo

= lim sup (I Tnx-Tnyn | - | x-yπ |)
n~* oo

^lim I Tnx-Tnyn | -lim inf | x-;yn |
n-+oo n-»oo

= —lim inf |x— y J ^ O .
7Ϊ-+0O

Therefore T : C-*C is of w.a.n.t. However, it is obviously not Lipschitz.

Recall that T: C^C is said to be asymptotically regular on C if

lim||Tnjc-Tn + 1*||=0

DEFINITION 3.1. A mapping T : C->Z is said to be weakly demicompact if
whenever {xn}dC is a bounded sequence and {xn — Txn) is a convergent se-
quence, then there exists a subseqence {xnk} of {xM} which is weakly con-
vergent.

It is clear that every demicompact mappings are weakly demicompact, and
also that if C is weakly compact, then T: C—>X is weakly demicompact.

LEMMA 3.2. Let C be a nonempty closed convex separable subset of a Banach
space X and let T: C-+C be a mapping of w.a.n.t. Let I O G C such that {Tnx0\
is bounded. If T is weakly demicompact and asymptotically regular on C, then
there exists a subsequence {nj\ of positive integers such that

{Tnjχ} converges weakly for every I G C .

Proof. Since T is a mapping of w.a.n.t., it is obvious that for each X G C ,
{Tnx} is bounded. For each I G C , we set xn—Tnx for n<=N. Since T is
asymptotically regular on C, by the weak demicompactness of T, there exists
a subsequence {xnk} of {xn\ which converges weakly.

Let E be a countable dense subset of C. By using a usual diagonal method,
we can choose a subsequence {nj} of N such that {TnJz} converges weakly to
M 2 G C for every z^E. Given ε>0, x<=C and I * ( ^ 0 ) G I * , where X* is a dual
space of X, there is a z^E such that \\x—z||<ε/3||x*||. Since T is a mapping
of w.a.n.t., it follows that, for each x, z^C and for any subsequence {nt} of N,
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in particular, there exists jί^N such that

e 2ε

ji>j'o

 ύ l l x II ύ l l x II

On the other hand, since {TUJZ} converges weakly to M 2 G C , there also exists
jo^N such that

\\χ*(T*>z-ut)\\<j for y^y?,

By taking 7 0=max{yί, jo], we obtain that, for j^j0,

which completes the proof.

If C is a closed convex subset of a Banach space X and if T: C—>C is a
mapping, we can easily construct a separable subspace X^ of X and a closed
convex subset C^ of Xo which is T-invariant. This shows that in many cases,
i.e., when the other assumptions on C are inherited by CΌo, it suffices to for-
mulate fixed point problems in a separable setting (see [7; pp. 35-36]).

By using an iterative method, we show a fixed point theorem of a continuous
self-mapping of w.a.n.t. on a Banach space X with weak uniform normal struc-
ture, i.e., WCS(X)>1. We employ the method of the proof of [2].

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose X is a Banach space such that WCS(X)>1, C is a
nonempty closed convex subset of X, and a continuous mapping T: C-^C of
w.a.n.t. is weakly demicompact. Suppose in addition that T is asymptotically
regular on C and {Tnx0} is bounded for some xo<=C. Then T has an iterative
fixed point in C.

Proof. By above argument, we may assume that C is separable. By
Lemma 3.2, we can choose a subsequence {nj} of positive integers such that

{Tnjχ} converges weakly for every

Now we can construct a sequence {xn\ in C in the following way:

arbitrary

Note that the asymptotic regularity of T on C ensures that

.7-00

We now show that {xm\ converges strongly to a fixed point of T. To this
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end, for each integer m^O,

Bm :=lim sup\\TnJxm-xm+1\\.

Then, by Theorem 2.3, we have

(3.1) Bm J L

Since T is a mapping of w.a.n.t., for each fixed raeiV and bounded subset
Dm={Tnxm: n^N} of C

(3.2) li

and by asymptotic regularity of T on C, it follows that, for each /eiV and

(3.3) limsuρ||T^+^w-T^t;||=limsup||Tn^M-T^|| Vw, J G C .
t-»oo t-»oo

Replacing p and M, I; in (3.3) by n0 and xm respectively, it follows that

=lim sup(lim suρ||Tn*+n>;cJlι-Tn*;t J | ) .

Noting also that, for each eiV,

p[
z(=D

+\imsup\\xm-Tnιχm\\,

it follows from (3.2) that

On the other hand, by the w—l.s.c. of the norm of X and with the same method
as before, we easily obtain

(3.4)

Z-»oo ; - » o
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which immediately gives that D({TnJχm})<,Bm-ι. Hence, by (3.1),

Bm~Wcs(x)Bm-1'

and since WCS(X)>1, we have limm_OOJβm=0. Now using the w—l.s.c. of the
norm of X and (3.4) again, we deduce that

which implies that {xm} is Cauchy. Let υ :=limm_oox77l. Then, for each

\\v-Tnw\\£\\v-xm+ιH\\xm+i-Tnsxm\\^\\Tnsχm--Tnwl

Since T is of w.a.n.t, by taking the limsup^co in both sides we obtain that

as m~>oo. Hence Tniv-*v and Tz;=2; by the continuity and asymptotic regularity
of T at v. This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose X is a Banach space such that WCS(X)>1, C is
a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X, and T: C-+C is a continuous
mapping of asymptotically nonexpansive type. Suppose in addition that T is
asymptotically regular on C. Then T has an iterative fixed point in C.

Finally, as a direct consequence of Corollary 3.4, we give an iterative fixed
point for a nonexpansive mappng on a Banach space. Let T: C-+C be a nonex-
pansive mapping. For a fixed Λe(0, 1), we set

where / is the identity operator of X. Then it is obvious that Sλ: C-+C is
also nonexpansive with the same fixed point set of T. Moreover, it is well-
known (see [6]) that Sχ is asymptotically regular on C. Therefore, we obtain
the following result due to T. D. Benavides, G. L. Acedo and H. K. Xu [2].

COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose X is a Banach space such that WCS{X)>1, C is a
nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X, and T: C-+C is a nonexpansive
mapping. Then T has an iterative fixed point in C.
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